Solar flares are intense, abrupt release of energy in the solar corona. In the impulsive phase of a flare, the intensity of hard X-ray emission reaches a sharp peak indicating the highest reconnection rate. It is often observed that an Xray emitting plasma ejecta (plasmoid) is launched before the impulsive phase and accelerated throughout the phase. Thus, the plasmoid ejection may not be an effect of fast magnetic reconnection as conventionally assumed, but a cause of fast reconnection. Based on resistive magnetohydrodynamic simulations, a solar flare model is presented, which can explain these observational characteristics of flares. In the model, merging of a newly generated magnetic island and a pre-existing island results in stretching and thinning of a current sheet, in which fast magnetic reconnection is induced. Recurrence of homologous flares naturally arises in this model. Mechanisms of magnetic island formation are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Solar flares are observed in the solar corona and chromosphere as a brilliant flash of light (electromagnetic waves) in various wavelengths. A large flare can release over 10 32 erg of energy in an hour or so. By emission characteristics, the evolution of a flare can be divided into several phases. 1, 2 The preflare phase, which lasts about 10 minutes before the flare onset, is characterized by enhanced thermal emissions from the coronal plasma mostly in soft X-rays (hν < 10 keV). Then, the intensity and area of the emission in all wavelengths (dominantly in soft X-rays and H α ) rapidly increase for about 5 minutes in the flash phase.
During this phase, hard X-rays (hν > 10 keV) and microwave bursts are often observed for 10-100 seconds and this duration is called the impulsive phase. Then, in the main phase, overall emission intensity slowly declines over about an hour or sometimes as long as a day.
It is generally believed that the energy released during a flare is a part of the magnetic free energy that has been stored in stressed magnetic fields and that magnetic reconnection plays a central role in tapping the free energy. 3 There have been a lot of flare models, which propose diverse magnetic field configurations possibly leading to flare magnetic reconnection.
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Among these, flare models resorting to magnetic reconnection in bipolar magnetic fields are collectively referred to as CSHKP (Carmichael-Sturrock-Hirayama-Kopp-Pneuman)
6-9 models 10 although the global field geometries, especially above the reconnection site, and the proposed mechanisms of flare trigger are all different. Later numerical models with bipolar arcades [11] [12] [13] [14] are also grouped into CSHKP type models. Some observations by Xray telescopes onboard Yohkoh have provided a strong support for CSHKP models. The observation of a hard X-ray (HXR) source above the soft X-ray (SXR) loop 15 has confirmed a reconnection site above the loop. The morphology of SXR emissions in the shape of a candlelight (or a cusp) 16 indicates magnetic reconnection occurring in CSHKP type field configurations.
In simulations of CSHKP type models, 11-14 a magnetic island (also called a plasmoid)
is formed by magnetic reconnection of arcade field lines and the island is accelerated while 2 reconnection is active. However, recent observations of plasmoid ejection do not support the idea that the plasmoid is entirely driven by magnetic reconnection underneath. Yohkoh observations show that most flares are indeed associated with X-ray plasma ejecta (or plasmoids), but some ejecta are launched well before the flare impulsive phase. 17 Observations have also revealed that ejecta in X-ray flares undergo a sharp increase in their rising speed before the main peak of the hard X-ray emission and are further accelerated throughout the impulsive phase. 18, 19 It is thus inferred that the plasmoid ejection is not a consequence of the flare, but a cause of it. Based on these observations, Shibata 20 proposed a plasmoid-inducedreconnection model, in which a fast reconnection responsible for a flare is triggered by the plasmoid ejection. However, the formation and acceleration mechanism of the plasmoid was left unaddressed in the model.
It is often observed that solar flares take place repetitively in the same active region with essentially the same position and with a common pattern of development. Such flaring phenomena are called homologous flares. The time interval between successive flaring events varies from several hours to a few days. 21 Woodgate 22 suggested that a majority of flares might be homologous in the sense that the footpoints reappear very near the same place.
Thus, it was even argued that flare homology must be included among the constraints on flare models. 23 In spite of the importance of the homologous recurrence of flares, there have been few studies of it. Repetition of solar eruptions was studied by Linker and Mikić
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using resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations, but little connection was found between individual eruptive events.
The observational conditions for homologous flares are not different from general conditions for flares. 25 Among those, the presence of magnetic shear along the polarity inversion line is a necessary condition, and the reformation of filaments (prominences) after a flare is also notable. Since prominence material is believed to reside at the bottom of helical field lines, 26 helical flux ropes are regarded to play a role in flares. An increase of magnetic shear means an increase of magnetic helicity. Magnetic helicity can be injected into the corona either by shearing (twisting) footpoint motions in the photosphere or by emergence of twisted fields. Our study deals with a magnetic field system into which magnetic helicity is continuously injected. We study the resistive evolution of a coronal arcade system under continuous footpoint motions and investigate the generation and interaction of magnetic islands and magnetic reconnection inducing and induced by those processes. In the following section, our modeling procedure is described. Using the numerical results, the flare mechanism is expounded in Sec. III. Sec. IV presents another possible mechanism of magnetic island formation different from that in Sec. III. A brief summary with a discussion follows in Sec. V.
II. DESCRIPTION OF MODELING
In this study, we investigate the evolution of bipolar magnetic arcades in a Cartesian coordinate system. The polarity inversion line is taken to lie on the z-axis, in which direction all physical quantities are assumed to be invariant. The coordinate in the vertical direction is designated as y. Our model is two and half-dimensional in the sense that all the variables depend on x and y only while vector quantities have all three components. The magnetic field is thus expressed as
It is supposed that the magnetic field is potential (current-free) at t = 0 and then evolves in response to the horizontal plasma flows in the solar surface for t > 0. If a shearing
is imposed, the displacement in the z-direction of the fluid element at the boundary location x is
On the other hand, the distance in the z-direction between the two conjugate footpoints of a field line labeled by ψ is given by
where Z(x) is the z-coordinate of the footpoint at x of the field line labeled by ψ. The above integration is performed along the field line designated by ψ and s p is the arclength of the field line projected on the xy-plane. If the plasma occupying the whole space is a perfect conductor and if there is no reconnection, the distance in the z-direction between two conjugate field line footpoints is the same as the sum of the magnitudes of the plasma displacement at x + and at x − , i.e.,
The toroidal flux (B z flux) through the area made by the unit poloidal flux around the field line labeled by ψ, which will be called the differential B z flux at ψ, is
Therefore,
which tells that the distance in the z-direction between two conjugate footpoints is nothing but the differential B z flux.
When there exists diffusion of magnetic fields, the differential B z flux is not conserved even if the plasma at the boundary does not move. Thus, Eq. (4) does not hold under magnetic diffusion. The discrepancy between ∆Z(ψ) and ∆ζ(ψ) is negligible in a system with a very small resistivity such as the solar atmosphere unless there is magnetic reconnection. When magnetic reconnection is allowed in a magnetic arcade, a magnetic island can be created by reconnection and there can be more than one flux surface labeled by ψ. In this case,
where the index i designates the different flux surface labeled by the same ψ. In other words, the total differential B z flux at ψ is the sum of the footpoint distance in the zdirection for the field line ψ connected to the boundary and the pitch of the helical field 5 line ψ in a magnetic island for one rotation in the poloidal plane. Ideally, we may think of pointwise magnetic reconnection with a diffusion region of a zero volume. In this pointwise reconnection process, the toroidal flux contained in the entire flux volume between ψ and ψ + dψ are conserved. Only in this ideal case, it holds that
In reality, a reconnection region has a finite volume however small it may be and φ z (ψ)
is not conserved through reconnection and even diverges at the separatrices connected to the X-line. Away from the separatrix, however, Eq. (8) holds approximately in a small resistivity system. 13 This implies that a reconnection process redistributes the differential B z flux, which was contained in an arcade flux tube, into two different flux volumes: one in a new arcade and the other in a magnetic island. In our simulation, we impose velocity vectors at the boundary as boundary conditions and have control of ζ(ψ) rather than Z(ψ), which comes out from the solution. The maximum plasma displacement at the boundary at time t will be denoted by ζ m (t).
The equations governing the evolution of our model corona are a full set of 2 1 2
D MHD
equations including gravity and resistivity as follows:
where all the quantities are expressed in a nondimensionalized form by a proper normalization. The magnetic field B is normalized by B 0 = 50 G the maximum magnitude of the boundary normal field, the mass density ρ by the initial density ρ 0 = (1.0 × 10
the bottom boundary, the velocity v by instead of a full energy equation. Even with this simplification, it is not easy to determine the polytropic index γ representing the entire coronal plasma. Considering the high thermal conductivity in the corona, we just set γ = 1 in Eq. (13) assuming an isothermal atmosphere with temperature of 2 × 10 6 K. Although this setting does not allow our model to accommodate the flare heating in a self-contained manner, the overall dynamics is not much affected by this simplification because the plasma β is very low.
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The photosphere modeled by the bottom boundary is considered as a rigid, perfect conductor. All the other boundaries are assumed to be open outward so that waves generated in the computational domain can freely go out. The governing equations are finite-differenced and integrated in time employing a semi-implicit scheme. 29, 27 For a detailed account of the modeling procedures, readers are referred to Refs. 30 and 31.
III. FLARING MECHANISM
In our simulation study, we impose a shearing footpoint motion at the bottom boundary to inject magnetic helicity into the system and induce reconnection of arcade fields creating a magnetic island. The maximum shearing speed V z0 is set 10 −3 v 0 lest that the system should be driven away from equilibrium. Although simulations are performed with different values of resistivity, all the simulation runs show similar evolutionary trends. As the magnetic shear is increased by the shearing footpoint motion, the current layer in the center of the magnetic arcade becomes thinner and longer so that magnetic reconnection takes place and a magnetic island is created. This result was already reported by previous numerical simulation studies. The rising speed of a newborn island in a merging process is roughly proportional to η 1/2 .
From the above results, it should be noted that the motion of newborn islands comprises two phases; in the first phase, the island rises rather slowly, although faster than the pre-existing one, and in the second phase, it rises much faster. The first phase mainly involves an ideal MHD process leading to field compression and current sheet thinning above the newborn island. Dynamics in the second phase is mostly governed by magnetic reconnection between the upper island and the underlying flux system containing the newborn island. The rising speed of the newborn island thus depends on the reconnection rate. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , a single island does not have the second phase with a faster motion. Although the altitude of the integrated island becomes higher and higher with time, it has moved only a few solar radii in a few days in our simulation.
To investigate our simulation results in the aspects of the energy generation and dissipation, we show in Fig. 3 the evolution of (a) the ratio of the total magnetic energy to the potential field energy, W B /W pot , (b) the energy input through the bottom boundary per unit plasma displacement at x = ±L 0 , which is equivalent to the upward Poynting flux through the bottom boundary normalized with the maximum shearing speed V z0 , and (c) the maximum magnitude of the z-component of current density, |J z | max , in the vertically elongated current layer. The upward Poynting flux through the bottom boundary is calculated as
In of ten minutes or less) is not less than the value found in our simulation.
In Fig. 3 , it is notable that the time interval between successive flaring events is a decreasing function of resistivity, or in other words, of reconnection rate. In Fig. 3b , we can also notice that the energy input rate has an exact anti-correlation with the magnetic energy.
The energy input starts to increase when the magnetic energy starts to decrease by a new reconnection event and its maxima coincide with the magnetic energy minima. Also, the overall energy input rate is higher in cases with higher resistivity where magnetic reconnection is more active. Now we address the question how a magnetic reconnection process in whether the toroidal field is increased or decreased by reconnection. In Fig. 3b , one can see that in the ideal MHD case, in which all the field lines are always tied to the bottom boundary, the energy input rate increases up to ζ m ≈ 2 and then decreases. Thus, the toroidal magnetic field B z also first increases with the footpoint displacement up to a certain maximum and then asymptotically decreases in an ideal MHD system. The decrease of B z with increasing shear, which may sound strange, is a natural consequence of the fact that the total toroidal magnetic energy has an upperbound. [36] [37] [38] Therefore, a reduction of ∆Z leads to an increase of B z as long as ∆Z is larger than a certain value (∼ 4 in our model). Moreover, the arcade under a new magnetic island is dynamically pressed by the reconnection outflows while reconnection is active. Therefore, the toroidal field is increased in the reconnected line-tied field and in consequence, the Poynting flux into the system is enhanced. This explains why the time interval between flaring events is shorter for a system with more active arcade reconnection.
IV. FORMATION OF MAGNETIC FLUX ROPES
In Sec. III, we have treated a case that a magnetic island is formed by magnetic reconnection of line-tied arcade fields. However, our flare mechanism does not depend on the mechanism of magnetic island formation. We can think of other possibilities of appearance of magnetic islands (more exactly helical flux ropes) in the solar corona. First, a twisted helical flux rope may be formed below the solar surface and may emerge into the corona by magnetic buoyancy. D) can be formed. 40 As seen in Fig. 4 , a few magnetic islands are created in small scales in the current layer region, and they eventually merge to form one big, steady island. Magnetic reconnection thereafter just adds magnetic flux to this island. Our preliminary study shows that the subsequent evolution of the system can set free the island from the siege of the surrounding line-tied field. However, this is beyond the scope of the present paper.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The flare model presented in this paper can explain many observational features that could not be accommodated in previous flare models. Principal findings in our study are summarized in the following.
When a magnetic arcade is subject to a continuing shear-increasing footpoint motion, generation of magnetic islands via magnetic reconnection and their coalescence can repeatedly take place with some time interval. The series of these reconnection processes is regarded to constitute a sequence of homologous flares. The time interval between successive flaring events is shorter when the energy input rate into the system is higher.
The rising of a newborn island comprises a slower first phase and a faster second phase.
The first phase involves arcade field reconnection creating a new island and is identified with the preflare phase. Coalescence of two magnetic islands takes place within a short time span in the second phase, which is identified with the impulsive (or flash) phase of a flare. The island merging process creates a long and thin current sheet below and facilitates reconnection of the line-tied field. The obtained reconnection electric field is large enough to accelerate electrons to an energy level higher than 10 keV required for observed hard X-ray emissions. The arcade field reconnection under the integrated island persists for quite a long time after the island merging, although the reconnection electric field gradually decays. This phase, in which more energy is released in total than in the earlier two phases, is identified with the main phase of a flare.
Our model can also be categorized into CSHKP models in the sense that it resorts to magnetic reconnection in bipolar magnetic arcades. However, our model is unique and distinct from the previous CSHKP models in that it can explain the observed rising motion of plasmoids and that it reverses the conventional cause-effect relationship between the arcade reconnection and the plasmoid ejection and acceleration. The homologous recurrence of flares is an intrinsic feature of our flare model. However, as discussed in our earlier paper,
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the time interval between flaring events highly depends on the pattern of shear-increasing motions. This explains why flares are not always observed as one of homologous flares.
Although we have created magnetic islands by arcade field reconnection in our simulations of flares, our flare model is quite independent of the origin of the magnetic islands. As another possible mechanism of magnetic island formation, we have shown that reconnection between magnetic fields subtending an acute angle can also create magnetic islands (helical flux ropes).
It is to be mentioned that the 2 is because the open field strength declines with radial distance like 1/r. 41 The expulsion of a magnetic island to a long distance is also more difficult than in a spherical geometry.
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Second, a much larger footpoint displacement is required than in 3D models to create the same amount of shear angle, which is defined as the angle between the transverse component vector of the sheared field and that of the potential field. 42 All these shortcomings rather help validate our model in a 2 
